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are the still insufficient production and the time needed to
train teachers adequately. It is for these reasons that I am
describing what is best, and not because I do not realise, or wish
to acknowledge, educational inefficiency.
There are at present three different grades of schools corre-
sponding to age groups: primary, eight to twelve years; in-
complete secondary, eight to fifteen years; and secondary, eight
to eighteen years. The first two grades will disappear in time,
and the last, the ten-year school, will remain. The second
grade school is often referred to as the seven-year school.
Very often the preparatory class for the seven-to-eight-year-olds
is attached to the ten-year school. The schools still work in
two shifts, the primary school in the morning and the incomplete
secondary and secondary school in the afternoon. The completion
of seventy-two new schools in Moscow in 1935 will help towards
the elimination of the two-shift system in that city. The town
schools are very large, including all the age groups; they range
from 1,000 to 1,500 children. Usually the same Director is head
of the two shifts. For this he receives two salaries. Many of the
schools are still in adapted buildings, and so suffer from many
drawbacks, but the new schools are very good. The classrooms
are light and airy, with a sufficiency of cupboards. There are
workshops for manual work—sometimes as many as four—and
a workroom for the youngest class. A physics and chemistry
laboratory, a biology laboratory, a nature room, an art room,
an assembly hall fitted for cinema and with stage, a gymnasium,
a dining-room, a medical inspection room, a pedagogics5 room for
discussion and research work on methods, a staff room, and a
room for the Head, are usual in all the well-equipped schools.
Many schools have a semi-open-air rest-room for the younger
children. Same schools, like the Jewish school in Kharkov, have
Itot and cold showers, and a haircutting room.
The school staff, apart from the Director and teachers, in-
cindes a mistress of methods, sometimes permanent, sometimes
©aly visitiag, a psychologist, a cultural supervisor, a doctor, a
and manual instaietoffs. Every school has one or two

